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Hip - Hop is no longer limited to rap music and break dancing; today it represents a multi-billion dollar
industry that influences everything from automotive design and fashion to prime time television programming,
collegiate and professional sports , mass media marketing, and Madison Avenue advertising. At the outset a
comprehensive literature exploration had been performed by means of Internet, as well as, university and
public library, as mentioned above. Methodology This dissertation is a case study of the development and
influence of hip hop dance: the cultural, sociological, and dance style evolution of street dance. It was very
popular specifically within the Bronx. Some were created in California like the funk styles while others were
made in New York. Discovered by Kool DJ Herc in the Bronx, New York around , and established as a
community of peace, love, unity, and having fun by Afrika Bambaataa through Zulu Nation in , hip-hop is an
independent and unique community, an empowering behavior, and an international culture. Not everyone
loves it, not everyone hates it. Hip-Hop is a culture, a culture whose beauty has been forgotten by our world
today. Hip hop dance is categorized into old school and new school dance though the two have evolved with
time. I feel that it does simply because hip hop is simply a tag or label placed on the music of African
Americans and Latino that used this method of music as a forum to express how they feel. When I think of
dance, I think of the different techniques of performing, the different tempo and style of each choreography,
and of course the music that compliments the dance. Research Papers, words Hip hop is one of the urban
culture branches comprised of hip hop music, break dancing and graffiti art, which has greatly influenced
street slang, fashion and other elements. The influence of hip hop on the society can be determined from the
fact that in the 's people not only enjoyed doing break dance but also loved watching it as many groups of
people could be seen at public places performing in front of a large crowd. Literature review: Efrem Smith
discusses the growing phenomenon of hip hop culture, in general, and, hip hop street dance in particular as it
has had a noteworthy influence on the social culture of the society almost throughout the west. In the 20th
Century Fox movie, Bulworth, there is Warren Beatty playing a Senator who berates his opponents using rap.
As few people know, this is established the start of a worldwide phenomenon and lifestyle. I will talk about
shows, movies, and celebrities of their relationship with the hip-hop dance culture. This means that all the
parameters set for the expression came from within the community and that it was meant for consumption by
the community. Some persons even trace rap back towards the spoken word poetry that occurred towards the
end of the 's. For this reason, hip hop dance has gained popularity in television, film as well as in the theatrical
setting. Has technology hurt or helped the field of music, specifically hip-hop. A true non-conformist is
someone who is not afraid to challenge the status quo and refuses to conform to the established expectations,
and that is exactly what Drake has done Hip hop may be viewed as a culture and is often used to refer to
commercial rap music, but hip-hop is not only music. A pre hip-hop music hit can be easily recognized if it
were released within the last decade, and artists who have gotten into the music industry within the last ten
years have little understanding of, or connection to, what was ordinary for hip-hop artists in the 20th century.
The abstract is typically a short summary of the contents of the document. While music developed the other
elements of hip hop, graffiti and dance progressed at their own speed. The young people who listen to this
music are encouraged by the lyrics of to inflict violence towards a woman.


